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                    Fixed Income Structured Product (FISP) - an absolute guarantee of profitability for your money                

                
                    Invest with confidence, knowing that after 6 months of trading, you will gain a 1000% return, regardless of market factors                

                
                    Open Account                
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                    Steady income growth                
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                    Compensation for losses during trading                
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                        If after six months the profitability is less than 1000%, the company credits the missing amount, provided the participant fulfills the following program point:

                        
                            It is necessary to attract other traders to FISP with a total deposit exceeding x4 of the missing amount. It is important that the attracted traders do not use early withdrawal of funds and close trades with a volume of market lots not less than: missing amount * 0.2 (but not less than: missing amount * 2 Insta-lots).                        
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                            InstaTrade guarantees compensation for the missing profit even in the presence of losses                        

                        
                            For example, if after six months the total profit of the client is minus 10%, the company compensates an additional 1010% of the profit so that the user receives the promised 1000% earnings. To receive compensation, the client must fulfill the above condition: attract traders to FISP with a total deposit exceeding x4 of the missing amount.                        

                    



            
            
                
                    Investment Calculator                

                
                    

                        
                            
                                Investment amount                            
                            
                        
                        
                            
                                Actual profitability                            
                            300%
200%
150%
150%
75%
50%
40%
25%
10%
0
-25%
-50%
-100%


                        
                        
                            Calculate                        
                    

                    	
                            Funds at the end of the period                            {{calculateResult.e2}}
                        
	
                            Result after accrual                            {{calculateResult.h2}}
                        
	
                            Compensation percentage                            {{calculateResult.f2}}
                        
	
                            Required investment amount in $                            {{calculateResult.ii2}}
                        
	
                            Compensation amount                            {{calculateResult.g2}}
                        
	
                            Required trading volume of attracted clients                            {{calculateResult.j2}}
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                            {{account.project_name}}
                            {{account.account}}
                            
                                Trading                            
                            {{account.days}}
                                days                            
                        

                    

                    	
                            Balance                            {{account.balance}}
                        
	
                            Profit                            {{account.profit}}
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                        Learn More
                    

                
            
        
    
    
        
            
                
                    The mission of the FISP product is the guaranteed capital increase                

                
                    	
                            Guaranteed capital increase                        
	
                            Elimination of risks of trading on financial markets                        
	
                            No hidden fees and charges                        
	
                            Free access                        
	
                            Open service policy                        


                    
                        The FISP program is a safe space for trading. We guarantee profitability by covering any risks.                    

                

            
            
                
                    Key advantages of the FISP program                

                	
                        [image: ]
                        
                            Profitability                        

                        
                            The company guarantees that within six months, each participant in the service will increase the profitability of their trades by 50%. InstaTrade neutralizes the consequences of any unforeseen market situations to ensure capital growth.                        
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                            Comfort                        

                        
                            Customer peace of mind is the top priority for InstaTrade. Program users can focus solely on increasing profits from trades without fearing to lose their initial investments.                        
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                            Security                        

                        
                            Protecting financial funds and personal data of clients is a key area of work for InstaTrade. The company has assembled a team of top-class security specialists who take all measures to prevent theft of funds and information.                        
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                            Motivation                        

                        
                            The service not only provides the opportunity to constantly multiply profits but also protects traders` funds from risks and losses. In addition, the company motivates its clients to continually improve their knowledge of investments and trading, as well as to increase confidence in their abilities.                        
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                            Innovation                        

                        
                            Since its founding in 2007, InstaTrade has remained a leader in developing and implementing modern trading technologies and tools. The company adheres to high quality standards, operating in accordance with international legislation and local norms of individual countries.                        
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                            Market risk                        

                        
                            This is the risk of falling prices for financial instruments included in profitable portfolios. The movement of stock markets is cyclical, with periods of growth followed by periods of price decline.                        
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                            Risk of the chosen type of investment                        

                        
                            It is implied that the profitability of financial instruments in the portfolio may lag behind the overall stock market profitability. The duration of the decline or rise in asset capitalization is not predicted, hence an exact period of decrease or increase in value cannot be specified.                        

                    


            

            

            
                
                    
                        Sponsor of top-level sports teams:


                        	Title sponsor of the Dakar rally team InstaTrade Loprais since 2010.
	Official sponsor of the Formula E racing team Dragon Racing since 2015.


                    

                

                
                    
                        Start earning now!                    
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                            No verification is required when replenishing with cryptocurrency                        
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                            No verification is required when replenishing with cryptocurrency                        

                    

                

                

            
            
                
    Frequently Asked Questions
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                What if my profit does not reach 50% after six months?            

            
                
                    It is sufficient to attract clients to the Fixed Income Structured Product (FISP) to get the missing amount, which the company compensates. Also, note that attracted clients should not make early withdrawals and must close trades, the volume of which can be calculated by the following formula: the missing amount that the company accrues * 0.2 (at least: the missing amount * 2 Insta-lots).                
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                How will the program work after the first six months?            

            
                
                    Please note that the 50% profitability is valid only for the first investment in the first 6 months. Then the guaranteed return decreases to 30% for the next 6 months and to 20% for the third period of 6 months. 

 InstaTrade boasts over 50 international awards with the presence in the market since 2007. Choose a regulated and trusted broker.                
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                What is the minimum amount required to participate in the FISP program?            

            
                
                    We offer to invest from 50 USD.                
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                What is FISP?            

            
                
                    Fixed Income Structured Product.
        Investors copy trades of the company's clients and get a guaranteed return of 50% or above.                
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                What is unique about registering an account for the program? Can I use my existing account?            

            
                
                    To participate in the FISP program, you need to register a new account specifically designed for this type of investment.                
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                Is the system available for cent accounts?            

            
                
                    The program is only available for USD accounts.                
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                What is the maximum leverage for FISP accounts?            

            
                
                    The maximum possible leverage is 1:1000.                
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                Are there any minimum or maximum transaction size limits?            

            
                
                    There are no set limits. Transactions in your account will be copied in the volume that is opened in the trader's account.                
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                What is the minimum investment period?            

            
                
                    FISP investments are designed for a minimum period of 6 months. For the first 6 months of trading, a guaranteed profit of at least 50% of the invested funds is provided. After the first 6 months, the program can be extended for a similar period, and for the next 6 months of trading, the guaranteed profit will be 30% of the invested funds.                
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                Can I withdraw my investment before the minimum term?            

            
                
                    FISP investments are designed for a minimum term of 6 months. Early withdrawal incurs a 10% commission on the initial investment, and all accumulated profits will be canceled.                
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                How is the return calculated in case of early investment withdrawal?            

            
                
                    In case of early withdrawal (before 6 months), a commission of 10% of the initial investment is charged, and any accumulated profit (if any) is canceled.                
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                Is there a recommended list of InstaCopy traders for copying their trades?            

            
                
                    Yes, a list of InstaCopy traders available for copying can be found in the Client Area.                
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                What is the return rate of the FISP program?            

            
                
                    According to the program's terms, the return is 50%.                
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                What happens if there are losses after 6 months?            

            
                
                    Any shortfall in profitability is compensated even in the case of losses. For example, if the final profit is -10%, the company will compensate an additional 60% profit to bring it to +50%, but for this, the client needs to refer 4 friends or acquaintances to the same product under similar conditions.                
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                Can I withdraw funds without losses after 7 months?            

            
                
                    After the first 6 months, the program can be extended for a similar period, and the profit guarantee for the second 6 months of trading will be 30% of the invested funds. Withdrawing after 7 months will incur a 10% commission on the original investment, and all accumulated monthly profit will be canceled.                
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                Can I withdraw only the profit?            

            
                
                    After 6 months, profitability up to 50% is available for withdrawal without restrictions.                
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                What are the investment risks for the FISP accounts?            

            
                
                    The uniqueness of this product lies in the absence of market risks. Investors don't need to worry about potential losses due to market fluctuations, as InstaTrade guarantees a minimum profit compensation and protection against losses. However, clients should be aware that the compensation to achieve a 50% profitability will not be immediate. It will depend on how quickly they meet the compensation conditions set within the FISP product.                
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                Can customers from an old sales base gain access to this product?            

            
                
                    The FISP system becomes available when you register a new account through the landing page.                
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                How guaranteed is the return on investment? Can I lose my money during the investment process?            

            
                
                    If your investment return is less than 50% in six months, the company will make up the missing amount, provided you fulfill the necessary conditions of the program.                
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                Can I invest an amount less than $1,000?            

            
                
                    We offer to invest from 50 USD.                
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                Does the company provide a list of professional traders whose trades I can copy?            

            
                
                    A list of InstaCopy traders who offer their trades to be copied is presented in the Client Area.                
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                Is there an expert to guide me through the entire investment period?            

            
                
                    In the Client Area, you will find detailed information about the selected trader and advanced settings for copying his/her trades. If you have any questions, you can always contact our support team via a live chat.                
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                What should I do when it is time to get my investment return?            

            
                
                    When copying trades, profit is immediately credited to your account. It can be withdrawn after 6 months according to the terms and conditions of the FISP program.                
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                        We are helping people make
successful investments
since 2007                    

                

                
                    
                        The InstaTrade brand is the registered property of InstaFintech Group
Services are provided under the InstaTrade brand, a registered trademark                    

                    
                        
                            Privacy Policy                        
                        
                            Cookie Policy                        
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                                        Most Innovative Broker of 2017 in Europe                                    
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                                        InstaTrade - Best ECN Broker 2017                                    
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                                        Best Trading Platform for InstaCopy-2017                                    
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                                        Loprais Team Rally Participant                                    
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                                        Official Partner of Dragon Racing                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

        
            
                
                    Instant Trading Ltd (British Virgin Islands) is licensed by BVI FSC, license number SIBA/L/14/1082
Insta Service Ltd is registered with FSC Saint Vincent, registration number IBC22945                

                
                    Risk Warning: All investments involve some degree of risk. Trading in derivative financial instruments carries a high risk of rapid loss of funds due to leverage. Refrain from investing in any financial product if you do not understand its nature and the true level of risk you are exposed to. These types of investments may be suitable for some investors, but not for everyone.                
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                    2024                    InstaTrade. All rights reserved                
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